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Abstract. In this paper, we study the maximum d-dimensional recti-
linear crossing number problem of d-uniform hypergraphs. In [4], Anshu
et al. conjectured that among all d-dimensional rectilinear drawings of a
complete d-uniform hypergraph having n vertices, the number of crossing
pairs of hyperedges is maximized if all of its vertices are placed on the
d-dimensional moment curve, and proved it for d = 3; with it being triv-
ially true for d = 2, since any convex drawing of the complete graph Kn
produces
(
n
4
)
pairs of crossing edges. In this paper, we prove that their
conjecture is valid for d = 4 by using Gale transform. We also prove that
the maximum d-dimensional rectilinear crossing number of a complete
d-partite d-uniform balanced hypergraph is (2d−1 − 1)(n
2
)d
, where n de-
notes the number of vertices in each part. We then prove that finding the
maximum d-dimensional rectilinear crossing number of an arbitrary d-
uniform hypergraph is NP-hard. For a d-uniform hypergraph H, we also
give a randomized scheme to create a d-dimensional rectilinear draw-
ing of H which produces the number of crossing pair of hyperedges up
to a constant factor of the maximum d-dimensional rectilinear crossing
number of H.
Keywords: Rectilinear Crossing Number · Gale Transform · Moment
Curve · NP-Hard.
1 Introduction
The rectilinear drawing of a graph in R2 represents its vertices as points in
general position, and its edges as straight line segments between the correspond-
ing vertices. In a rectilinear drawing of a graph, two crossing edges are vertex
disjoint and contain a common point in their relative interiors. The rectilinear
crossing number of a graph G, denoted by cr(G), is the minimum number of
crossing pairs of edges in any rectilinear drawing. Convex drawing of a graph
G is a rectilinear drawing of it where vertices are in a convex position in R2.
There are other variants of graph crossing number which [13] discuss in detail.
Most of the crossing number problems deal with the minimization of crossing in
a specific drawing of the graph.
Ringel in [12] introduced the maximum rectilinear crossing number problem
for a graph G being the maximum number of crossing pairs of edges among
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all rectilinear drawings of G. Verbitsky [14] gave an approximation algorithm
which in expectation provides a 1/3 approximation guarantee on the maximum
rectilinear crossing number problem. The same paper showed that the maximum
rectilinear crossing number of a planar graph having n vertices is less than 3n2.
Bald et al. in [5] de-randomized Verbitsky’s algorithm and showed that it is
NP-hard to find the maximum crossing number of an arbitrary graph.
A hypergraph is a natural generalization of a graph defined as an ordered pair
(V,E) where V is the set of vertices and E ⊆ 2V \{∅} is the set of hyperedges. A
hypergraph is said to be d-uniform if each hyperedge contains exactly d vertices.
Let Kdn denote the complete d-uniform hypergraph having n vertices and
(
n
d
)
hyperedges. We can partition the vertex set of a d-uniform d-partite hypergraph
into d disjoint parts such that each of the d vertices in each hyperedge belongs
to a different part and it is balanced if each of the parts has the same number
of vertices. A balanced d-uniform d-partite hypergraph having n vertices in each
part is complete if it has all nd hyperedges and it is denoted by Kdd×n. In [7], Dey
and Pach extended the idea of a rectilinear drawing of a graph to a rectilinear
drawing of a hypergraph. A d-dimensional rectilinear drawing of a d-uniform
hypergraph H in Rd places the vertices of H in general position (i.e., no set
of d + 1 points lie on a common hyperplane) and the hyperedges are drawn
as the convex hull of d corresponding vertices, i.e. (d − 1)-simplices. In a d-
dimensional rectilinear drawing of H, two hyperedges are said to cross each
other if they are vertex disjoint and contain a common point in their relative
interiors [7]. The d-dimensional rectilinear crossing number of H, denoted by
crd(H), is the minimum number of crossing pairs of hyperedges among all d-
dimensional rectilinear drawings of H. Dey and Pach [7] proved that H can have
at most O(nd−1) hyperedges if crd(H) = 0 and [4] proved that crd(Kd2d) = Ω(2
d)
with the bound being later improved to Ω(2d
√
d) [9]. A d-dimensional convex
drawing of a d-uniform hypergraph H is a d-dimensional rectilinear drawing of
it where all its vertices are in convex position as well as in general position in
Rd.
In this paper, we define the maximum d-dimensional rectilinear crossing num-
ber of a d-uniform hypergraph H, denoted by max− crd(H), as the maximum
number of crossing pairs of hyperedges among all d-dimensional rectilinear draw-
ings of H. The d-dimensional moment curve γ is defined as γ = {(t, t2, . . . , td) :
t ∈ R}. Let pi = (ti, t2i , . . . , tdi ) and pj = (tj , t2j , . . . , tdj ) be two points on γ. We
say that the point pi precedes the point pj (pi ≺ pj) if ti < tj . A d-dimensional
convex polytope is the convex hull of its vertices in Rd, and its dimension is d
(i.e., the affine hull of its vertices is entire Rd). We denote the convex hull of a
point set P by Conv(P ). Anshu et al. [4] proved that placing all the vertices of
a Kd2d on the d-dimensional moment curve, that particular drawing of K
d
2d will
contain cdm crossing pairs of hyperedges, where c
d
m is the following.
cdm =

(
2d− 1
d− 1
)
−
d
2∑
i=1
(
d
i
)(
d− 1
i− 1
)
if d is even(
2d− 1
d− 1
)
− 1−
b d2 c∑
i=1
(
d− 1
i
)(
d
i
)
if d is odd
In [4] it was conjectured that the maximum number of crossing pairs of hy-
peredges in any d-dimensional rectilinear drawing of Kd2d is c
d
m for each d ≥ 2.
Note that we need at least 2d vertices to form crossing pair of hyperedges since
they need to be vertex disjoint and each set of 2d vertices creates distinct cross-
ing pairs of hyperedges. That implies, any d-dimensional rectilinear drawing of
Kdn can have at most c
d
m
(
n
2d
)
crossing pairs of hyperedges if the conjecture as
mentioned earlier is correct. For d = 2 it is evident. In [4], authors also proved
that 3-dimensional rectilinear drawing of K36 could have at most 3 crossings im-
plying that any 3-dimensional rectilinear drawing of K3n can have at most 3
(
n
6
)
crossing pairs of hyperedges. They also showed that any 3-dimensional convex
drawing of K36 has 3 crossings.
Our Contribution: In Section 2, we prove the following results.
Theorem 1. max− cr4(K4n) = 13
(
n
8
)
.
Theorem 2. max− crd(Kdd×n) = (2d−1 − 1)
(
n
2
)d
.
In Section 3, we prove the following results.
Theorem 3. For d ≥ 3, finding the Maximum d-dimensional rectilinear cross-
ing number of an arbitrary d-uniform hypergraph is NP-hard.
Then we propose a randomized approximation algorithm, which in expecta-
tion gives a constant c˜d approximation guarantee on the maximum d-dimensional
rectilinear crossing number problem. In particular, we prove the following.
Theorem 4. Let H = (V,E) be a d-uniform hypergraph. Let F be the total
number of pairs of vertex disjoint hyperedges. There exists a d-dimensional rec-
tilinear drawing D of H such that there are at least c˜d · F crossing pairs of
hyperedges in D where c˜d is a constant.
1.1 Techniques used
We use Gale transform [8] and Gale diagrams to prove Theorem 1. Let A =
〈a1, a2, . . . , an〉 be a sequence of n points in Rd such that their affine hull is
Rd. The Gale transform of A, denoted by D(A), is a sequence of n vectors
〈g1, g2, . . . , gn〉 in Rn−d−1. We discuss Gale transform in detail in the Appendix.
A linear separation of vectors in D(A) is a partition of the vectors into D+(A)
and D−(A) by a hyperplane passing through the origin. The opposite open
half-spaces of the partitioning hyperplane contain the sets D+(A) and D−(A).
When |D(A)| is even, a linear separation is called proper if |D+(A)| = |D−(A)| =
|D(A)|/2. In the following, we list the properties of Gale transform of A.
Lemma 1. [10] A sequence of n vectors D(A) = 〈g1, g2, . . . , gn〉 in Rn−d−1 is a
Gale transform of some n points in Rd if and only if the vectors in D(A) span
Rn−d−1 and
∑n
i=1 gi =
#»
0 .
This lemma implies that the Gale transforms D(A) of A is a totally cyclic
vector configuration, and there is a positive dependence among the vectors of
D(A). This also implies that there does not exist a hyperplane, passing through
the origin, such that all the vectors of D(A) lie on one side of the hyperplane
[15]. Note that any totally cyclic vector configuration of n vectors in Rn−d−1,
such that they span Rn−d−1, can serve as a Gale transform of some point set
having n points in Rd after proper scaling.
Lemma 2. [10] Every set of n−d−1 vectors of D(A) span Rn−d−1 if and only
if the points in A are in general position in Rd.
Lemma 3. [10] Consider a tuple (i1, i2, . . . , ik), where 1 ≤ i1 < i2 < . . . <
ik ≤ n. The convex hull of {ai1 , ai2 , . . . , aik} crosses the convex hull of A \
{ai1 , ai2 , . . . , aik} if and only if there exists a linear separation of the vectors in
D(A) into {gi1 , gi2 , . . . , gik} and D(A) \ {gi1 , gi2 , . . . , gik}.
In this paper, we consider that the points, in A, are in general position.
We obtain an affine Gale diagram of A by considering a hyperplane h¯ that is
not parallel to any vector in D(A) and not passing through the origin. Due
to the general position of the points, Lemma 2 implies that gi 6= 0. For each
1 ≤ i ≤ n, we extend the vector gi ∈ D(A) either in the direction of gi or in
its opposite direction until it cuts h¯ at the point gi. We color gi as red if the
projection is in the direction of gi, and blue otherwise. The sequence of n points
D(A) = 〈g1, g2, . . . , gn〉 in Rn−d−2 along with the color of each point is called
an affine Gale diagram of A. We define a separation of the points in D(A) to
be a partition of the points in D(A) into two disjoint sets of points D+(A) and
D−(A) contained in the opposite open half-spaces created by a hyperplane.
Observation 1 Consider a set A′ of 8 points in general position in R4. There
exists an affine Gale diagram D(A′) of it having 4 red points and 4 blue points
in R2 such that all the 8 points are in general position.
Proof. Consider a Gale transform D(A′) of A′ which is a set of 8 vectors in R3.
It is easy to note that there exists a 2-dimensional hyperplane h¯ passing through
the origin that partition D(A′) into two equal parts D+(A′) and D−(A′), each
having 4 vectors. Consider a hyperplane parallel to h¯ and project the vectors in
the way, as mentioned above. The Gale diagram D(A′) obtained in this way has
Fig. 1: An affine gale diagram of 8 points in R4
4 blue points and 4 red points in R2, as shown in Figure 1. Also, note that the
points in D(A′) are in general position since no three of them are collinear. Thus
if three points are collinear, it will imply that the corresponding three vectors
lie on a plane, which is a contradiction to Lemma 2 since the original points are
in general position in R4. uunionsq
Balanced 2m-partition: Let T be a set of n red and n blue points in R2
such that all the 2n points are in general position. A balanced 2m partition of
T is a subset X ⊆ T of size 2m that can be separated from the rest of the
(2n − 2m) points by a line and X is balanced, i.e., it has an equal number of
red and blue points. Since a balanced 2m partition corresponds to a balanced
2(n−m) partition, we only consider balanced 2m partitions where m ≤ bn/2c.
We define a balanced 0 partition to be a partition of T into an empty set and
T . Note that there is only one balanced 0 partition of a set.
Observation 2 Consider a set A′ of 8 points in general position in R4. Consider
a Gale transform D(A′) which is a collection of 8 vectors in R3. Consider the
Gale diagram D(A′) of it having four red points and four blue points in R2 such
that all the 8 points are in general position as mentioned in Observation 1. The
total number of proper linear separations (i.e., partition of 8 vectors of D(A′)
by a linear hyperplane into equal parts) in D(A′) is equal to the total number of
balanced 2 partitions of D(A′) plus the total number of balanced 4 partitions of
D(A′) plus 1.
Proof. Consider any proper linear separation of vectors in D(A′) into D+(A′)
and D−(A′). Note that this proper linear separation of vectors in D(A′) cor-
responds to a partition of points in D(A′) into D+(A′) and D−(A′) by a line
(this line is the intersection of the separating hyperplane with the hyperplane
on which we projected the vectors to obtain the affine Gale Diagram). Assume
that there be r red points and b blue points in D+(A′). This implies there are
4− r red points and 4− b blue points in D−(A′). It is easy to note that the total
number of vectors in D+(A′) is equal to the number of red points in D+(A′)
plus the number of blue points in D−(A′). This implies that r+ (4− b) is equal
to 4. This implies that r = b. This shows that each proper linear separation of
vectors in D(A′) corresponds to a balanced 2m partition of D(A′) for some m.
Similarly, each balanced 2m partition of D(A′) corresponds to a proper linear
separation of vectors in D(A′).
The above argument shows that the total number of balanced 2 partitions of
D(A′) plus the total number of balanced 4 partitions of D(A′) plus the balanced
0 partition of D(A′) is equal to the total number of proper linear separations in
D(A′). Note that we have not included a balanced 6 partition since each balanced
6 partition is the same as a balanced 2 partition. Also, note that there is only one
balanced 0 partition of D(A′). This balanced 0 partition of D(A′) corresponds
to the proper linear separation of vectors in D(A′) which was used to obtain this
Gale diagram. This proves that total number of balanced 2 partitions of D(A′)
plus the total number of balanced 4 partitions of D(A′) plus 1 is equal to the
total number of proper linear separations in D(A′). uunionsq
Order-type: Consider two sequences of points S′ = 〈s′1, s′2, . . . , s′n〉 and
S′′ = 〈s′′1 , s′′2 , . . . , s′′n〉 in R2, such that the points in both the sequences are in
general position. S′ and S′′ are said to have same order-type if for any indices
i < j < k the orientation of 〈s′i, s′j , s′k〉 is same as the orientation of 〈s′′i , s′′j , s′′k〉.
Suppose that two sequences of points S′ = 〈s′1, s′2, . . . , s′2n〉 and S′′ = 〈s′′1 , s′′2 , . . . , s′′2n〉
in R2 have same order-type. Consider a coloring C where n points of S′ are col-
ored red, and rest of the n points are colored blue. The indices of red-colored
points are also the same in S′ and S′′, implying that the indices of blue-colored
points are also same. For each tuple (i1, i2, . . . , i2m), where 1 ≤ i1 < i2 < . . . <
i2m ≤ 2n, {s′i1 , s′i2 , . . . , s′i2m} is a balanced 2m partition of S′ if and only if{s′′i1 , s′′i2 , . . . , s′′i2m} is a balanced 2m partition of S′′ [15]. There are infinitely
many point configurations having n points in general position in R2. There are
only finitely many order-types for such point configurations. We can think of
order-types as equivalence classes. The point configurations that have the same
order type share many combinatorial and geometric properties. Aichholzer et
al. [1] and [2] created a database which contains all order-types of 8 points in
general position in R2. We use those point sets in the proof of Theorem 1. In
the following, we state three lemmas used in the proof of Theorem 2.
Lemma 4. [6] Let p1 ≺ p2 ≺ . . . ≺ pb d2 c+1 and q1 ≺ q2 ≺ . . . ≺ qd d2 e+1 be two
distinct point sequences on the d-dimensional moment curve such that pi 6= qj
for any 1 ≤ i ≤ ⌊d2⌋ + 1 and 1 ≤ j ≤ ⌈d2⌉ + 1. The ⌊d2⌋-simplex and the ⌈d2⌉-
simplex, formed respectively by these point sequences, cross if and only if every
interval (qj , qj+1) contains exactly one pi and every interval (pi, pi+1) contains
exactly one qj.
Lemma 5. [7] Let P and Q be two vertex-disjoint (d − 1)-simplices such that
each of the 2d vertices belonging to these simplices lies on the d-dimensional
moment curve. If P and Q cross, then there exists a
⌊
d
2
⌋
-simplex U ( P and
another
⌈
d
2
⌉
-simplex V ( Q such that U and V cross.
Lemma 6. [3] Let us consider d pairwise disjoint sets, each having n points in
Rd, such that all dn points are in general position. Then there exist n pairwise
disjoint (d-1) simplices such that each simplex has one vertex from each set.
2 Maximum Rectilinear Crossing Number of Special
Hypergraphs
In this section, we prove Theorems 1 and 2.
Proof of Theorem 1: Let us consider all order-types of the 8 points in gen-
eral position in R2. [1] and [2] listed all possible 3315 order-types with their
representative elements. Let us denote the point sequence corresponding to the
ith ordertype with oi. We also generate all possible colorings of a sequence of
8 points where 4 each of them are red, and rest are blue. There are
(
8
4
)
= 70
such colorings. Each coloring can be represented as an 8 bit binary string having
an equal number of zeroes and ones. Let us represent the jth coloring in lexico-
graphical order by cj . We consider the point sequence, of each order-type and
color it according to all the seventy possible ways such that there is an equal
number of red and blue points in each coloring. Formally, we consider the set
OC = {(oi, cj) : 1 ≤ i ≤ 3315 & 1 ≤ j ≤ 70} containing all possible pairs of
(oi, cj) for each i satisfying 1 ≤ i ≤ 3315 and satisfying 1 ≤ j ≤ 70.
Consider a 4 dimensional rectilinear drawing of K48 where the vertices of
K48 are points in general position in R4. Let us denote these vertices by V =
{v1, v2, . . . , v8}. Consider an Gale transform D(V ) of V . Lemma 3 implies that
the number of proper linear separations of D(V ) is equal to the number of
crossing pairs of hyperedges in this particular drawing of K48 since there exists
a bijection between crossing pairs of hyperedges and proper linear separations
of D(V ). Consider an affine Gale diagram D(V ) having 4 red and 4 blue points
such that all the 8 points are in general position in R2. Observation 1 ensures
such a D(V ) always exists. Observation 2 ensures that the number of proper
linear separations of D(V ) is equal to the total number of balanced 2 partitions
of D(V ) plus the total number of balanced 4 partitions of D(V ) plus 1. Note that
D(V ) is equivalent to one of the elements of OC . Note that all elements of OC
need not be a Gale diagram of some 8 points in R4. Consider the point sequence
oi under the coloring cj . If there exists a monochromatic 4-set of oi under the
colouring cj , then (oi, cj) is a projection of an acyclic vector configuration, and
it can not be a Gale diagram of any set of 8 points in R4. We find the maximum
value of (total number of balanced 2 partitions + the total number of balanced
4 partitions) over all members of OC by analyzing each of its members. We
wrote the program for this purpose in Python 3.7.1 and have provided in the
Appendix. We find the maximum to be 12 when all the 8 points are the vertices
of a convex octagon, and the vertices are colored red and blue, alternatively.
Observation 2 implies that the maximum number of proper linear separations of
D(V ) is 12 + 1 = 13. Lemma 3 implies that the maximum number of crossing
pairs of hyperedges in any 4-dimensional rectilinear drawing of K48 is 13.
Consider a 4 dimensional rectilinear drawing of K4n where all the vertices
are placed on the 4-dimensional moment curve. Anshu et al. showed that in this
drawing, every K48 has 13 crossing pairs of hyperedges. Since the crossing pairs
of hyperedges spanned by a set of 8 vertices are distinct from the crossing pairs
of hyperedges spanned by another set of 8 vertices, the above argument shows
that max− cr4(K4n) = 13
(
n
8
)
. uunionsq
In order to prove Theorem 2, we prove the following lemma.
Lemma 7. The maximum d-dimensional rectilinear crossing number of Kdd×2
is 2d−1 − 1.
Proof. Consider a Kdd×2. For each i satisfying 1 ≤ i ≤ d, let us denote the ith
part of the vertex set of Kdd×2 by Ci. Let {pci , p′ci} denote the set of 2 vertices
in Ci.
Let A be a set of d vertices of Kdd×2 such that each vertex of A is from
different parts of Kdd×2. Let B be the set of rest of the vertices of K
d
d×2. Note
that |B| = d and each vertex of B is from different parts of Kdd×2. The number
of unordered pairs {A,B} is 1
2
2d = 2d−1. Our goal is to find the maximum
number of unordered pairs, {A,B} such that the (d− 1)-simplex formed by the
vertices of A forms a crossing with the (d − 1)-simplex formed by the vertices
of B. Lemma 6 implies that in any d-dimensional rectilinear drawing of Kdd×2,
there exists a pair of disjoint simplices such that each simplex has one vertex
from each part of Kdd×2. This implies the maximum number of unordered pairs
{A,B} such that (d − 1)-simplex formed by the vertices of A forms a crossing
with the (d− 1)-simplex formed by the vertices of B is 2d−1 − 1.
Let us consider a particular d-dimensional rectilinear drawing of Kdd×2 which
achieve the above mentioned bound. In this particular drawing, the vertices of
Kdd×2 are placed on the d-dimensional moment curve such that they satisfy the
following ordering on the d-dimensional moment curve.
pc1 ≺ p′c1 ≺ pc2 ≺ p′c2 . . . ≺ pcd−1 ≺ p′cd−1 ≺ pcd ≺ p′cd
Without loss of generality, let us assume that for any unordered pair {A,B},
A contains the first vertex, i.e., pc1 . Given an unordered pair {A,B}, the vertices
of A create d partitions of the d-dimensional moment curve. We call each par-
tition a bucket. Note that the points on the d-dimensional moment curve which
precede pc1 are not part of any bucket. Let bi denote the i
th bucket. Note that
the last bucket has only one endpoint created by the last vertex(according to the
order mentioned above) of A and contains all the points over the d-dimensional
moment curve which succeed the last vertex of A. Let us consider the properties
of these d buckets.
– The first bucket contains either one vertex or 2 vertices of B, but it can
never be empty.
– For each i satisfying 2 ≤ i ≤ d − 1, each bucket bi can contain no vertex
of B, 1 vertex of B or 2 vertices of B depending upon the endpoints of the
bucket.
– The last bucket contains either a 0 vertex or a 1 vertex of B. If the endpoint
of the last bucket is pcd it contains one vertex of B. If the endpoint of the
last bucket is p′cd , it contains no vertex of B.
– For any pair of consecutive buckets, both of them can not contain 2 vertices
of B. For the consecutive pair (bd−1, bd), it is clear since bd can not contain
2 vertices of B. Consider any other consecutive pair of vertices (bi, bi+1). If
bi contains 2 vertices of B, bi+1 can contain at most one vertex of B as p
′
ci+1
is the common endpoint of bi and bi+1. Similarly, if bi+1 contains 2 vertices
of B, bi can contain at most one vertex of B since the common end point is
pci+1 .
Lemma 4 and 5 together imply that Conv(A) and Conv(B) do not cross if
and only if there does not exist an alternating chain of d+2 vertices as mentioned
in Lemma 4.
When d is even, the number of disjoint vertex sets {A,B} that do not contain
any subsequence of alternating chain of d + 2 vertices is equal to the number
of ways that d vertices of B can be distributed among the d buckets created
by the vertices of A such that at most
d
2
of the buckets are non-empty. Since
each bucket can contain at most two vertices of B, the only possibility is that
exactly
d
2
of the buckets are non-empty. Also note that if anyone of the d bucket
contains 1 vertex of B, there exists an alternating chain of length d + 2. This
implies all
d
2
non-empty buckets must contain 2 vertices to ensure that Conv(A)
and Conv(B) do not cross. Also, note that any two non-empty buckets are not
consecutive, and the first bucket is not empty, implying that each of the odd-
numbered buckets contains 2 vertices, and even-numbered buckets are empty.
The only unordered pair {A,B} such that the (d − 1)-simplex formed by the
vertices of A does not form a crossing with the (d − 1)-simplex formed by the
vertices of B is the following.
A = {pc1 , p′c2 , pc3 , p′c4 , . . . , pcd−1 , p′cd}, B = {p′c1 , pc2 , p′c3 , pc4 , . . . , p′cd−1 , pcd}.
pC3
p'C1
pC1 p'C4
pC4
p'C2
pC2
p'C3
Fig. 2: Non-crossing pair of hyperedges of K44×2
When d is odd, the number of disjoint vertex sets {A,B} that do not contain
any subsequence of alternating chain of d + 2 vertices is equal to the number
of ways d vertices of B can be distributed among the d buckets created by the
vertices of A such that at most bd/2c of the first (d− 1) buckets are non-empty.
Since the last bucket can contain at most one vertex of B and all other buckets
can contain at most 2 vertices of B, the only possibility is that exactly bd/2c
of the first (d − 1) buckets are non-empty. Also note that if the last bucket is
empty, at least dd/2e of the first d − 1 buckets are non-empty and Conv(A)
and Conv(B) form a crossing, implying that the last bucket must contain one
vertex of B. Also note that if any of the first d− 1 buckets contains 1 vertex of
B, Conv(A) and Conv(B) forms a crossing. This implies all
d− 1
2
non-empty
buckets among the first d − 1 buckets must contain 2 vertices. Note that any
two non-empty buckets are not consecutive and the first bucket is not empty.
This two conditions together imply that only unordered pair {A,B} such that
the (d − 1)-simplex formed by the vertices of A does not form a crossing with
the (d− 1)-simplex formed by the vertices of B is the following.
A = {pc1 , p′c2 , pc3 , p′c4 , . . . , pcd−2 , p′cd−1 , pcd}, B = {p′c1 , pc2 , p′c3 , pc4 , . . . , p′cd−2 , pcd−1 , p′cd}.uunionsq
Proof of Theorem 2: For each i satisfying 1 ≤ i ≤ d, let Ci denote the
ith partitions of the vertex set of Kdd×n. Let {pi1, pi2, . . . , pin} denote the set of n
vertices in Ci. Consider the following arrangement of the vertices of K
d
d×n on
the d-dimensional moment curve.
– Any vertex of Ci precedes any vertex of Cj if i < j.
– For each i satisfying 1 ≤ i ≤ d, pil ≺ pim if l < m.
Consider any induced sub-hypergraph of Kdd×n which is isomorphic to K
d
d×2.
In this particular d-dimensional rectilinear drawing of Kdd×n, the vertices of the
sub-hypergraph follow the same ordering mentioned in the proof of Lemma 7,
implying that each of them contains 2d−1−1 crossing pairs of hyperedges and the
maximum d-dimensional rectilinear crossing number of Kdd×n is (2
d−1−1)
(
n
2
)d
.
uunionsq
3 On the Maximum Rectilinear Crossing Number of
General Hypergraphs
In this section, we turn our focus on finding the Maximum d-dimensional recti-
linear crossing number of an arbitrary d-uniform hypergraph H. Given H and
an integer l, we show that it is NP-hard to find if there exists a d-dimensional
rectilinear drawing D of H having at least l crossing pairs of hyperedges. We
reduce MAX-EK-set splitting problem, which is known to be NP-Hard [11] to
our problem. Given a K-uniform hypergraph H ′ = (V ′, E′) and a constant in-
teger c, the decision version of MAX-EK-set splitting asks whether there exists
a partition of V ′ into two parts such that at least c hyperedges of E′ contain at
least one vertex from both the parts.
Theorem 5. For d ≥ 3, finding the Maximum d-dimensional rectilinear cross-
ing number of an arbitrary d-uniform hypergraph is NP-hard.
Proof. Consider an instance of MAX-Ed-set splitting problem to our problem.
We are given a d-uniform hypergraph H = (V,E) and a constant integer c′. We
create a d-uniform hypergraph H˜ = (V˜ , E˜), where
V˜ = V ∪ {v′0, v′1, v′2, . . . , v′t(d−1)} where t =
(|E|
2
)
+ 1.
E˜ = ∪i{ei}∪E where ei = {v′0, v′(i−1)(d−1)+1, v′(i−1)(d−1)+2, . . . , v′(i−1)(d−1)+(d−1)}
for each i satisfying 1 ≤ i ≤ t.
We prove that H˜ has a d-dimensional rectilinear drawing D having at least
tc′ crossing pairs of hyperedges if and only if there exists a partition of V into
two parts such that at least c′ hyperedges of E contains at least one vertex from
both the parts. Let us assume that there exists a partition of V into two parts V1
and V2 such that (at least) c
′ hyperedges of E contain at least one vertex from
both the parts. Let us denote these hyperedges as cut-hyperedges. We produce a
drawing D of H˜ having at least tc′ crossing pairs of hyperedges. Let h be a (d−1)-
dimensional hyperplane. We place the points corresponding to the vertices in V1
and the points corresponding to the vertices in V2 in general position in Rd such
that they lie on the different open half-spaces created by h. The hyperedges in E
are drawn as the (d− 1)-simplices spanned by the d points corresponding to its
vertices. Note that each of the cut-hyperedges has a non-trivial intersection with
h. We then create the t hyperedges e1, e2, . . . , et. Note that these t hyperedges
can not form crossing with each other since each of them contains a common
vertex v′0. We put the d vertices {v′0, v′1, v′2, . . . , v′d−1} of e1 on h such that they
are in general position with the rest of the points in Rd and the convex hull of
these d points crosses each of the cut-hyperedges. Note that it is always possible
to create such a placement of points since there are only a finite number of cut-
hyperedges. Note that the position of the vertex v′0 is fixed after the placement
of the vertices of e1. We then add the other d − 1 vertices of e2 very close to
the d − 1 vertices of e1 such that they, along with the other vertices, maintain
the general position and the (d− 1) simplex corresponding to the hyperedge e2
crosses each of the cut-hyperedges. In this way, we keep on adding the vertices of
each ei in a very close neighborhood of each other such that they do not violate
the general position and each (d − 1)-simplex corresponding to each ei crosses
the same number of cut-hyperedges. Note that in this d-dimensional rectilinear
drawing D of H˜ (as depicted in Figure 3) each of the cut-hyperedges forms a
crossing with each ei for 1 ≤ i ≤ t. This implies there exist at least tc′ crossing
pairs of hyperedges in D.
On the other hand, let us assume that H˜ has a d-dimensional rectilinear
drawing D having at least tc′ crossing pairs of hyperedges. Suppose each ei
crosses at most (c′−1) hyperedges of E. Then, the maximum number of crossing
v'0
v'5
v'6
v'4
v'2
v'3
v'1
Fig. 3: 3-dimensioanal Rectilinear Drawing of a 3 uniform hypergraph
pairs of hyperedges in D is (c′ − 1)t+
(|E|
2
)
< (c′ − 1)t+ t = c′t. This implies
that one of the ei must cross at least c
′ hyperedges of E. W.l.o.g suppose that
e1 crosses at least c
′ hyperedges of E. Consider the hyperplane h′ spanned the
d vertices of e1, i.e., the affine hull of the points {v′0, v′1, v′2, . . . , v′d−1}. Consider
the partition of V created by h′. This implies that there exists a partition of V
into two parts V1 and V2 such that (at least) c
′ hyperedges of E contain at least
one vertex from both the parts. uunionsq
Proof of Theorem 4: Pick a permutation uniformly at random of the ver-
tices of H. Put the vertices on the d-dimensional moment curve in that or-
der. We draw each hyperedge present in E as a (d − 1) simplex formed by
the corresponding vertices. Let this drawing of H be denoted by D′. Let X
denote the number of crossing pair of hyperedges in D′. Let A′ and B′ be
two vertex disjoint hyperedges. Let X{A′,B′} denote the indicator random vari-
able. X{A′,B′} is 1 if A′ and B′ form a crossing pairs of hyperedges, else it
is set to 0. Note that the 2d vertices of {A′, B′} can be placed on the d-
dimensional moment curve in cdm ways such that A
′ and B′ form a crossing.
Since, {A′, B′} is considered as an unordered pair the set A′ and B′ has two
permutations. Also, note that vertices of A′ have d! permutations among them-
selves. Similarly, vertices of B′ have d! permutations also. This implies that
Pr[X{A′,B′} = 1] =
2(d!)2cdm
(2d)!
=
cdm(
2d− 1
d− 1
) . The expected number of crossing
pairs of hyperedges in D′ is E(X) = E(
∑
{A′,B′}X{A′,B′}) =
cdm(
2d− 1
d− 1
) · F .
This implies that there exists a random ordering of the vertices of H over the
d-dimensional moment curve which produces at least c˜d · F crossing pairs of
hyperedges. uunionsq
Note that c˜d is a constant. The following table contains the value of c˜d for
2 ≤ d ≤ 10.
d = 2 d = 3 d = 4 d = 5 d = 6 d = 7 d = 8 d = 9 d = 10
Value of c˜d 1/3 3/10 13/35 5/14 181/462 329/858 521/1287 1941/4862 38251/92378
4 Discussions and Open Problems
In this paper, we have proved the conjecture of Anshu et. al. for d = 4 by proving
that max− cr4(K4n) = 13
(
n
8
)
. The conjecture remains open for d > 4. Consider
any neighborly d-polytope whose vertices are in general position in Rd. Since the
vertices are in general position, this class of neighborly polytopes are simplicial.
This class of neighborly polytopes have the same face structure (f -vectors) as
the cyclic polytopes [15]. We conjecture that among all d-dimensional rectilinear
drawings of Kdn, the number of crossing pairs of hyperedges gets maximized
if all the vertices of Kdn are placed in general position in Rd as the vertices
of a neighborly d-polytope (whose vertices are in general position). Note that a
cyclic polytope (polytope whose vertices are placed on the d-dimensional moment
curve) is also a neighborly polytope with vertices in general position.
Theorem 4 shows that there is a randomized approximation algorithm which
in expectation provides a c˜d guarantee on the maximum d-dimensional rectilinear
crossing number problem. It is an interesting open problem to derandomize such
algorithm. For d = 2, Bald et al. derandomized the algorithm [5]. Also, c˜d is a
constant dependent on d. It is easy to observe that c˜d is upper bounded by 1/2.
It would be good to give a lower bound on c˜d. Our guess is c˜d ≥ 3/10.
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5 Appendix
We discuss Gale transform in detail here. Consider the point sequence A =
〈a1, a2, . . . , an〉 in Rd such that their affine hull is Rd. Gale transform D(A) is a
sequence of n vectors 〈g1, g2, . . . , gn〉 in Rn−d−1.
Let the coordinate of ai be (x
i
1, x
i
2, . . . , x
i
d). Let us consider the following
matrix M(A).
M(A) =

x11 x
2
1 · · · xn1
x12 x
2
2 · · · xn2
...
...
...
...
x1d x
2
d · · · xnd
1 1 · · · 1

Since at least d + 1 points of A are affinely independent, the dimension of the
Null Space of M(A) is n−d−1. Consider a basis of the null space of M(A). Let
{(b11, b12, . . . , b1n), (b21, b22, . . . , b2n), . . . , (bn−d−11 , bn−d−12 , . . . , bn−d−1n )} be a basis of
this null space. The vector gi in sequence of n vectors D(A) is gi = (b
1
i , b
2
i ,
. . . , bn−d−1i ).
Here we give our programs that were used to prove Theorem 1. We have
divided it into multiple sections to make it more readable and modular. Each
section can be independently run given the prerequisites are met. We have pro-
vided the representative point sets for each ordertype, code and the final output
files in the supplementary folder.
#The list of point sets were downloaded from \protect\vrule
width0pt\protect\href{http ://www.ist.tugraz.at/staff/
aichholzer/research/rp/triangulations/ordertypes /}{ http
:// www.ist.tugraz.at/staff/aichholzer/research/rp/
triangulations/ordertypes /}. The points in the document
were in hexadecimal digits so we first covert them to
decimal
#The program read the file "point_set_hex.txt" in the same
directory with lines in the format - "da30 9d36 5842 4c48
3d5a 0db1 37d2 f335" at runtime
#The output is the file "all_point_sets.txt" with lines in
the format - "(218, 48), (157, 54), (88, 66), (76, 72),
(61, 90), (13, 177), (55, 210), (243, 53), "
#Reading the file and saving it as a list of strings
with open("point_set_hex.txt"", "r") as hexfile:
hexlines = hexfile.readlines ()
all_point_coordinates = []
for line in hexlines:
#Splitting the line into list of coordinates , still as a
string
point_set = []
points = line.split ()
for point in points:
#Convertng points from hexadecimal string into ints
x_coord = int(point [0:2], 16)
y_coord = int(point [2:], 16)
point_set.append ((x_coord , y_coord))
all_point_coordinates.append(list(point_set))
#Saving list of points in integer format to a file
with open("all_point_sets.txt", "w") as point_set_file:
for ptset in all_point_coordinates:
for pt in ptset:
point_set_file.write(str(pt) + ", ")
point_set_file.write("\n")
#Next we take set of points from the document generated by
the code above and calculate all feasible $2$ -sets and
$4$ sets for each point set.
#As an output 3315 files are generated each in the following
format -
PointSet Feasible Set Size Feasible Set Indices Feasible Set Points
(218, 48) 2 (0, 1) [(218, 48), (157, 54)]
(157, 54) 2 (0, 7) [(218, 48), (243, 53)]
(88, 66) 2 (1, 2) [(157, 54), (88, 66)]
(76, 72) 2 (2, 3) [(88, 66), (76, 72)]
(61, 90) 2 (3, 4) [(76, 72), (61, 90)]
(13, 177) 2 (4, 5) [(61, 90), (13, 177)]
(55, 210) 2 (5, 6) [(13, 177), (55, 210)]
(243, 53) 2 (6, 7) [(55, 210), (243, 53)]
4 (0, 1, 2, 3) [(218, 48), (157, 54), (88, 66), (76, 72)]
4 (0, 1, 2, 7) [(218, 48), (157, 54), (88, 66), (243, 53)]
4 (0, 1, 6, 7) [(218, 48), (157, 54), (55, 210), (243, 53)]
4 (0, 5, 6, 7) [(218, 48), (13, 177), (55, 210), (243, 53)]
import ast
import pandas
import subprocess
from itertools import combinations , islice
index_combos = []
#Generating all possible combinations of points of sizes 2
and 4
for size in [2, 4]:
if size == 2:
index_combos = index_combos + list(
combinations(range(0, 8), size))
else:
index_combos = index_combos + list(islice(
combinations(range(0, 8), 4), 35))
#Read each point set from file to a list of strings
with open("all_point_sets.txt", "r") as ptsfile:
allpts_str = ptsfile.readlines ()
line_no = 1
for line in allpts_str:
pointset_details = pandas.DataFrame ()
point_set = list(ast.literal_eval(line))
optimals = [[], [], []]
pointset_filename = "./ feasible_point_sets/point_set_
" + str(line_no)
line_no += 1
for indices in index_combos:
combo_no = 1
remaining_indices = list(set(range(0, 8)).
difference(indices))
combo , remaining_points = [], []
for index in indices:
combo.append(point_set[index])
for index in remaining_indices:
remaining_points.append(point_set[
index])
#Generating .mod file for solving as LP
for repeat in [1, 2]:
lp_file = open("run.mod", "w")
lp_file.write("var x1;\nvar x2;\n")
lp_file.write("maximize obj: x1 + x2
;\n")
if repeat == 1:
constraint_count = 1
for coordinates in combo:
to_print = "s.t. c" +
str(
constraint_count)
+ ": " + str(
coordinates [0]) +
" * x1 + " + str
(coordinates [1])
+ "* x2 >= 1;\n"
lp_file.write(
to_print)
constraint_count += 1
for coordinates in
remaining_points:
to_print = "s.t. c" +
str(
constraint_count)
+ ": " + str(
coordinates [0]) +
" * x1 + " + str
(coordinates [1])
+ "* x2 <= 1;\n"
lp_file.write(
to_print)
constraint_count += 1
lp_file.write("solve;\nend;")
lp_file.close()
else:
constraint_count = 1
for coordinates in combo:
to_print = "s.t. c" +
str(
constraint_count)
+ ": " + str(
coordinates [0]) +
" * x1 + " + str
(coordinates [1])
+ "* x2 <= 1;\n"
lp_file.write(
to_print)
constraint_count += 1
for coordinates in
remaining_points:
to_print = "s.t. c" +
str(
constraint_count)
+ ": " + str(
coordinates [0]) +
" * x1 + " + str
(coordinates [1])
+ "* x2 >= 1;\n"
lp_file.write(
to_print)
constraint_count += 1
lp_file.write("solve;\nend;")
lp_file.close()
#Using glpsol tool from GLPK GNU tool
to solve LP as python subprocess
and checking for feasibility
solving_LP = subprocess.run("glpsol
--math run.mod", shell = True ,
capture_output = True)
soln_LP = solving_LP.stdout.decode("
utf -8").split("\n")
if ("OPTI" in soln_LP [-5] or "UNB" in
soln_LP [-5]):
if combo not in optimals [0]:
optimals [0]. append(
combo)
optimals [1]. append(
len(combo))
optimals [2]. append(
indices)
if len(point_set) > len(optimals [0]):
optimals [0]. extend ([’’]*abs(len(point_set) -
len(optimals [0])))
optimals [1]. extend ([’’]*abs(len(point_set) -
len(optimals [0])))
optimals [2]. extend ([’’]*abs(len(point_set) -
len(optimals [0])))
else:
point_set.extend ([’’]*abs(len(optimals [0]) -
len(point_set)))
pointset_details[’PointSet ’] = point_set
pointset_details[’Feasible_Set_Size ’] = optimals [1]
pointset_details[’Feasible_Set_Indices ’] = optimals
[2]
pointset_details[’Feasible_Set_Points ’] = optimals [0]
pointset_details.to_csv(pointset_filename + ".csv",
sep = ’,’, index = False)
#Now we take each of the 3315 files generated and check the
feasible sets of points for balanced colors , and then
save them in an file with the color results appended to
the same.
# B represents balanced colors , M represents monochromatic
color and I represents imbalanced colors.
#The output generated is the following format -
PointSet Feasible Set Size Feasible Set Indices Feasible Set Points 00001111 1010101
(218, 48) 2 (0, 1) [(218, 48), (157, 54)] 00 - M 01 - B
(157, 54) 2 (0, 7) [(218, 48), (243, 53)] 01 - B 01 - B
(88, 66) 2 (1, 2) [(157, 54), (88, 66)] 00 - M 10 - B
(76, 72) 2 (2, 3) [(88, 66), (76, 72)] 00 - M 01 - B
(61, 90) 2 (3, 4) [(76, 72), (61, 90)] 01 - B 10 - B
(13, 177) 2 (4, 5) [(61, 90), (13, 177)] 11 - M 01 - B
(55, 210) 2 (5, 6) [(13, 177), (55, 210)] 11 - M 10 - B
(243, 53) 2 (6, 7) [(55, 210), (243, 53)] 11 - M 01 - B
4 (0, 1, 2, 3) [(218, 48), (157, 54), (88, 66), (76, 72)] 0000 - M 0101 - B
4 (0, 1, 2, 7) [(218, 48), (157, 54), (88, 66), (243, 53)] 0001 - I 0101 - B
4 (0, 1, 6, 7) [(218, 48), (157, 54), (55, 210), (243, 53)] 0011 - B 0101 - B
4 (0, 5, 6, 7) [(218, 48), (13, 177), (55, 210), (243, 53)] 0111 - I 0101 - B
Total Balanced Sets 3 12
import os
import pandas
directory = "./ feasible_point_sets/"
files = os.listdir(directory)
#The list of 70 possible colors with equal number of points
of both colors
required_colors = [’00001111 ’, ’00010111 ’, ’00011011 ’, ’
00011101 ’, ’00011110 ’, ’00100111 ’, ’00101011 ’, ’00101101 ’
, ’00101110 ’, ’00110011 ’, ’00110101 ’, ’00110110 ’, ’
00111001 ’, ’00111010 ’, ’00111100 ’, ’01000111 ’, ’01001011 ’
, ’01001101 ’, ’01001110 ’, ’01010011 ’, ’01010101 ’, ’
01010110 ’, ’01011001 ’, ’01011010 ’, ’01011100 ’, ’01100011 ’
, ’01100101 ’, ’01100110 ’, ’01101001 ’, ’01101010 ’, ’
01101100 ’, ’01110001 ’, ’01110010 ’, ’01110100 ’, ’01111000 ’
, ’10000111 ’, ’10001011 ’, ’10001101 ’, ’10001110 ’, ’
10010011 ’, ’10010101 ’, ’10010110 ’, ’10011001 ’, ’10011010 ’
, ’10011100 ’, ’10100011 ’, ’10100101 ’, ’10100110 ’, ’
10101001 ’, ’10101010 ’, ’10101100 ’, ’10110001 ’, ’10110010 ’
, ’10110100 ’, ’10111000 ’, ’11000011 ’, ’11000101 ’, ’
11000110 ’, ’11001001 ’, ’11001010 ’, ’11001100 ’, ’11010001 ’
, ’11010010 ’, ’11010100 ’, ’11011000 ’, ’11100001 ’, ’
11100010 ’, ’11100100 ’, ’11101000 ’, ’11110000 ’]
for file in files [1:]:
file_name = directory + file
feasible_ptset = pandas.read_csv(file_name)
row_to_add = ["", "", "", "Total Balanced Sets"]
feasible_indices_str = list(feasible_ptset[’
Feasible_Set_Indices ’])
feasible_indices = [eval(feasible_indices_str[index])
for index in range(len(feasible_indices_str))]
for color in required_colors:
color_result = []
balance_counter = 0
for indices in feasible_indices:
setsize = len(indices)
#If the number of points is two then
the possiblites are either both
are of same color i.e. it is
monochromatic or two points are
of different colors , i.e. equal
number of points of each color ,
therefore balanced
if setsize == 2:
one_side_color = color[
indices [0]] + color [
indices [1]]
if one_side_color.count(’1’)
== 1:
color_result.append(
one_side_color +
" - B")
balance_counter += 1
else:
color_result.append(
one_side_color +
" - M")
#If the number of points is four then
there are four possibilities ,
they all are of same color i.e.
monochromatic or two points are
of same color and the other two
are same , i.e. they are balanced
and lastly there are of the same
color and one is different i.e.
imbalanced
elif setsize == 4:
one_side_color = color[
indices [0]] + color [
indices [1]] + color[
indices [2]] + color[
indices [3]]
if one_side_color.count(’1’)
== 2:
color_result.append(
one_side_color +
" - B")
balance_counter += 1
elif one_side_color.count(’1’
) == 1 or one_side_color.
count(’0’) == 1:
color_result.append(
one_side_color +
" - I")
elif one_side_color.count(’1’
) == 0 or one_side_color.
count(’1’) == 4:
color_result.append(
one_side_color +
" - M")
feasible_ptset[color] = color_result
row_to_add.append(balance_counter)
feasible_ptset.loc[-1] = row_to_add
file_name = file_name [:-4] + "_with_color_check.csv"
feasible_ptset.to_csv(file_name , sep = ’,’, index =
False)
#Now we go through the number of balanced colors for all
colors for all set of points and check for which colors
the number of balanced sets is maximum
#Data is the saved in the format -
[(218, 48), (157, 54), (88, 66), (76, 72), (61, 90), (13,
177), (55, 210), (243, 53)]: [12, [’01010101 ’, ’10101010 ’
]]
import pandas
directory = "./ feasible_point_sets/"
max_colors = {}
#Saving data in a dictionary format with the keys being the
point sets and the respective values being a list with
the number of maximum balanced color along with the
respective colors
for file_no in range(1, 3316):
file_name = "./ feasible_point_sets/point_set_" + str(
file_no) + "_with_color_check.csv"
feasible_ptset = pandas.read_csv(file_name , header =
None)
no_of_balanced_colors = feasible_ptset.iloc[[0, -1]].
values.tolist ()
no_of_balanced_colors [0] = no_of_balanced_colors
[0][4:]
no_of_balanced_colors [1] = [int(index) for index in
no_of_balanced_colors [1][4:]]
ptset_str = list(feasible_ptset [0][1:9])
ptset = [eval(ptset_str[index]) for index in range(
len(ptset_str))]
#print (ptset)
max_color = max(no_of_balanced_colors [1][4:])
max_colors[str(ptset)] = [max_color]
colors_of_max = []
for index in range(len(no_of_balanced_colors [1])):
if no_of_balanced_colors [1][ index] ==
max_color:
colors_of_max.append(
no_of_balanced_colors [0][ index ])
max_colors[str(ptset)]. append(colors_of_max)
#Saving the dictionary to a file
with open (’balanced_set_max_color.txt’, ’w’) as file:
for key in max_colors:
file.write(key + ": " + str(max_colors[key])
+ "\n")
